First-year students in history professor Judith Miller’s “Fake News” class are learning how to spot biased news and deep-dive into research and resources to find the real story, with help from Emory librarians.

Now online: Latest issue of Emory Libraries magazine
The impact of the traveling Billops-Hatch exhibit and the African American nannies’ portraits, the intrigue of delving into Oxford College Library’s archive of old class photos, the connections between business librarians and Goizueta alumni . . . you’ll find articles on these and other great things happening at the Emory Libraries in our latest magazine, now online.

January 2020
12th Night Revel welcomes Nikki Giovanni on Feb. 21
Meet celebrated poet Nikki Giovanni at the 20th anniversary of the Rose Library’s annual 12th Night Revel fundraiser. Known for her activist poetry, Giovanni has published multiple collections of poetry, essays, and anthologies, earning numerous awards. An evening of amazing poetry awaits our guests, who will also be able to explore items from the Rose Library’s distinguished collections.
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